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We investigate the viability of dipole-dipole interaction as a means of entangling two distant ferromagnets. To this
end we make use of the Bogoliubov transformation as a symplectic transformation. We show that the coupling of the
uniform magnon modes can be expressed using four squeezing parameters which we interpret in terms of hybridization,
one-mode and two-mode squeezing. We utilize the expansion in terms of the squeezing parameters to obtain an analytic
formula for the entanglement in the magnon ground state using the logarithmic negativity as entanglement measure.
Our investigation predicts that for infinitely large two-dimensional ferromagnets, the dipole-dipole interaction does not
lead to significant long-range entanglement. However, in the case of finite ferromagnets, finite entanglement can be
expected.

Magnetic materials exhibit a wide range of magnetic
structures1–4, ranging from simple collinear magnetic struc-
tures including ferromagnets (FMs)1 and antiferromag-
nets (AFMs)2 to non-collinear structures like skyrmion
lattices3,5–7. These magnetically ordered materials host col-
lective excitations of coupled magnetic moments. These exci-
tations can be described classically using spin waves, but are
interpreted as particles - known as magnons - when treated
quantum mechanically1,8,9.

The interest in magnons rose in recent years10,11 as they
provide a platform for easy-to-manipulate long-distance trans-
port with low dissipation12,13. They may provide an alter-
native to the Joule-heating-plagued electrons in information
transport and processing14, as a key computational device,
transistors, can be realized by magnetic structures15. More-
over, it is possible to link magnetic materials to conventional
electronic devices using the (inverse-)spin-Hall effect13,16, en-
abling the integration of magnonic devices with state of the
art technology. This is highly significant due to the reduction
in computational technology size and the emergence of two-
dimensional materials17–23, notably Van der Waals (VdW)
materials24–27. These materials provide the potential to pro-
duce engineered synthetic systems with desired attributes by
layering different materials together. Two-dimensional (2D)
magnetic layers28–37 represent just one of many potential
building blocks. Therefore, it is necessary to enhance our un-
derstanding of the excitations of 2D magnetic materials, along
with the impact of coupling between distinct magnetic materi-
als, considering the potential for squeezing and entanglement
within magnetic systems.

Similar to photons38,39, quantum squeezing and entangle-
ment for magnons have been predicted theoretically40–43 and
observed in experiments44,45. However, in contrast to pho-
tons, squeezing is an inherent property of magnetic materi-
als. Squeezing for magnons refers to quadrature squeezing.
This means decreasing the variance of one observable while
increasing the variance of a canonically conjugate observable,
such as the spin components in the x and y-direction in a
squeezed FM with the z-axis as easy axis. This is because
squeezed magnon states are a superposition of non-squeezed
magnon Fock-states. Consequently, the system already holds

a substantial number of non-squeezed magnons even in the
ground state. This superposition has been proposed for excit-
ing multiple quantum dots simultaneously and in the process
entangle them46 or being probed by quantum dots adjacent
to the magnet47. It was also discussed that the entanglement
due to magnons in VdW materials is switchable by electronic
and magnetic means leading to electrical controllable entan-
glement of distant qubits48. As a result, magnons make an
interesting tool for quantum computing49–52.

Our work explores the feasibility of long-distance magnon
entanglement through dipole-dipole interaction in two sepa-
rated FMs, facilitating the entanglement of remote systems or
by magnetic materials involved in the formation of VdW ma-
terials. By ’long range,’ we denote a distance greater then
decay length of the Heisenberg exchange, which experiences
an exponential decay.

As a model system we consider two two-dimensional (2D)
square lattice FMs separated by a distance l, see Fig. 1(a). The
spins inside each FM are subjected to ferromagnetic Heisen-
berg interaction and two uniaxial anisotropies: one perpen-
dicular to the plane of the 2D FMs (z-direction) and the other
along one of principle axis of the FMs (x-direction). More-
over, we consider the long range interaction between the spins
to be transmitted by dipole-dipole interaction. The Hamilto-
nian describing the interactions of spins inside FM A is given
by

ĤA = ĤA
ex + ĤA

an + ĤA
D , (1)

with a similar expression for FM B. The Heisenberg exchange
is given by

ĤA
ex =− ∑

ri,r j∈A
ri ̸=r j

Ji jŜi · Ŝ j , (2)

with Ji j = J ji > 0 being the ferromagnetic exchange strength
between spins Ŝi and Ŝ j of spin length S at sites ri and r j in
FM A preferring a parallel configuration of spins.

The anisotropy term in the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), is given
by

ĤA
an =−Kz ∑

ri∈A

(
Ŝz

i
)2 −Kx ∑

ri∈A

(
Ŝx

i
)2

, (3)
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FIG. 1. (a) System of two FMs parallel to the x-y-plane separated by a distance l along the z-axis. The magnified area depicts the interactions
between the spins of the different FMs. (b) Phase diagram showing the orientation of the spins in FM A and B depending on the distance l/a
and the dipole-dipole interaction strength D/Kz. For small distances or small dipole-dipole interactions spins in both FM point out of plane
forming a ferromagnetic ordering between the FMs (green, OOP FM). For large distances and large dipole-dipole interactions spins in both
FM lie in-plane forming an antiferromagnetic ordering between the FMs (yellow, IP AFM). The border between both phases (black solid line)
is given by Eq. (7). The black dashed line shows the phases depending on the distance for D = 0.5Kz. The orientation of the spins inside each
FM is depicted by the arrows with the figure-plane being the x-z-plane.

where Kz (Kx) is the strength of the uniaxial anisotropy along
the z-axis (x-axis). We assume Kz ≫Kx > 0 such that the spins
prefer to align parallel to the z-direction.

Finally, we consider dipole-dipole interaction between
magnetic moments given by

ĤA
D = ∑

ri,r j∈A
ri ̸=r j

Di j

[
Ŝi · Ŝ j −3

(
ei j · Ŝi

)(
ei j · Ŝ j

)]
. (4)

Here ei j is the unit vector along the connection line of spins
at ri and r j. Di j is the strength of dipolar coupling between
two spins at ri and r j which is of the form

DA
i j =

a3DA∣∣ri −r j
∣∣3 =

µ0gA
1 gA

2 µ2
B

h̄2
1

|ri −r j|3
, (5)

with µ0 being the vacuum magnetic permeability, gA
i the gy-

romagnetic ratio of the interacting magnetic moments, µB the
Bohr magneton, h̄ the reduced plank constant and a the lattice
constant. Throughout this work, we will assume that h̄,a = 1,
which means that all the interaction parameters (Ji j, Kx, Kz,
DA) will be given in the unit of energy.

The dipole-dipole interaction decays with the inverse of the
third power of the distance between the spins and thus is clas-
sified as long range.

The coupling between both FMs is also conveyed through

dipolar interaction

Ĥint = ∑
ri,∈A
r j∈B

Dint
i j

[
Ŝi · Ŝ j −3

(
ei j · Ŝi

)(
ei j · Ŝ j

)]
. (6)

We assume similar FMs. Thus, Eq. (5) yields similar dipole
constants for the interaction inside each FM and between both
FMs and we assume DA/B = Dint = D.

The linear spin wave theory explains the excitation within
magnetic systems as harmonic excitations, spin waves, by ex-
panding the spin operators around the classical ground state
using magnonic creation and annihilation operators. The clas-
sical configuration for each isolated FM is ferromagnetic, be-
cause we assume that the exchange interaction is dominant
inside each FM. The anisotropies restrict the direction of mag-
netization to lie within the x-z-plane. The exact orientation is
determined by the strength of the dipole-dipole interaction in-
side each and between both FMs. Thus the classical ground
state depends on the dipole interaction strength D and the dis-
tance l between both FMs. Only two orientations are taken by
the FMs, see Fig. 1(b).

For short distances a ferromagnetic out-of-plane configura-
tion (OOP FM) between both FMs is taken due to the dom-
inance of the dipole interaction between the systems, which
favours a parallel, ferromagnetic alignment along the connect-
ing line (ez). For large separations and weak dipole-dipole in-
teraction also the OOP FM configuration is taken. This is due
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FIG. 2. Energy of the k = 0 squeezed magnon modes depending
on the distance l/a between both FMs in units of the energy of the
eigenmodes in non-interacting FMs, ε̃0. At the phase change, l/a ≈
0.33, the energy εβ ,0 vanishes. For large distances εα,0 and εβ ,0
approach ε̃0 (black, dashed line). Parameters are chosen as D =
0.5 ·10−4|J1|, Kz = 10−4|J1| and Kx = 10−6|J1|.

to the fact that with D not only the interaction between the
FMs is varied, but also the dipole-dipole interaction between
spins inside each FM. Therefore, for weak dipole-dipole in-
teraction the spins prefer to align with Kz.

For significant distances, the spins align ferromagnetically
in-plane due to the dominance of the dipole-dipole interaction
within each FM over the anisotropy. Minimising the interac-
tion term when the spins are perpendicular to the connection
line results in an AFM ordering between the two ferromag-
nets. This is referred to as in-plane AFM (IP AFM) ordering.

In this work we investigate square lattice FMs, where the
phase boundary between OOP FM and IP AFM phase, seen
as black solid line in Fig. 1(b), is given by

Kz − (Kx +3Dx|0) = Dint
0 − 3

2

(
Dint

x|0+Dint
z|0
)
. (7)

The coefficient(s) Dα|0 (Dint
0 ,Dint

α|0) is (are) the sum(s) of the
dipole interaction inside (between) the FMs, with α specifiy-
ing the direction of the connection vector. The exact definition
is given in the supplementary part53.

The classical configuration is represented by the right handed

eigensystems

ei,1 =

 cos(ϑi)
0

−sin(ϑi)

 , ei,2 =

0
1
0


ei,3 =

 sin(ϑi)
0

cos(ϑi) ,

 (8)

for i ∈ {A,B}, where ϑA (ϑB) is the angle between the classi-
cal spin configuration of FM A (B) and the z-direction. Apply-
ing the linear Holstein-Primakoff transformation54 yields for
spins in FM A

Ŝi,1 ≈ h̄

√
S
2

(
âi + â†

i

)
, Ŝi,2 ≈−ih̄

√
S
2

(
âi − â†

i

)
,

Ŝi,3 ≈ h̄
(

S− â†
i âi

)
, (9)

and in FM B

Ŝi,1 ≈ h̄

√
S
2

(
b̂i + b̂†

i

)
, Ŝi,2 ≈−ih̄

√
S
2

(
b̂i − b̂†

i

)
,

Ŝi,3 ≈ h̄
(

S− b̂†
i b̂i

)
, (10)

with Ŝi,α = eA/B,α · Ŝi.
We perform the Fourier transformation to take account for

the periodic structure of the system

âk =
1√
N ∑

ri∈A
e−iri·kâi , b̂k =

1√
N ∑

ri∈B
e−iri·kb̂i , (11)

where we assume NA = NB = N. Inserting Eqs. (9-11) into
Eqs. (1+6) the Hamiltonian takes the form

Ĥ = ∑
k∈BZ+

â†
k


EA,k µ∗

1,k 2ξ ∗
A,k µ∗

2,k
µ1,k EB,k µ∗

2,k 2ξ ∗
B,k

2ξA,k µ2,k EA,k µ1,k
µ2,k 2ξB,k µ∗

1,k EB,k


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hk

âk , (12)

where we defined âk =
(

âk, b̂k, â
†
−k, b̂

†
−k

)⊤
and BZ+ labels

all k in the Brillouin zone with a positive (or zero) kx compo-
nent. The exact definition of each parameter contained by the
Hamiltonian is given in the supplementary53.

The meaning of the different parameters, if only they to-
gether with the diagonal elements Ei,k would appear in the
Hamiltonian, is outlined below. Energy of a bare magnon
mode âk (b̂k) inside FM A (B) is given by EA,k (EB,k), while
µ1,k results in a hybridisation of the magnon modes of the
different FMs. This does not change the vacuum state and
corresponds to a rotation in the phase space spanned by the A
and B magnons.

Squeezing inside FM A (B) is mediated by ξA,k (ξB,k)
entangling modes with wave vectors ±k inside each FM,
while squeezing of ±k modes of the different FMs is a
result of µ2,k. Squeezing alters the vacuum state as the
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the Bogoliubov matrix elements on the distance l for the k = 0 mode with D = 0.5 · 10−4|J1|, Kz = 10−4|J1| and
Kx = 10−6|J1|. Divergences and jumps occur at the phase change l/a ≈ 0.33 (a) Elements of U0. (b) Elements of V0.

squeezed magnon states are superpositions of populated A and
B magnon states42. If we combine different of these param-
eters a clear distinction between squeezing and hybridization
for each parameter cannot be given anymore.

In order to diagonalize the Hamiltonian we perform a four-
dimensional (4D) Bogoliubov transformation55,56 which is a
symplectic transformation converting our bare magnon oper-
ators âk and b̂k into squeezed magnon operators α̂k and β̂k.
The Bogoliubov transformation can be written as

âk =


âk

b̂k

â†
−k

b̂†
−k

=

(
Uk Vk

V ∗
k U∗

k

)
α̂k

β̂k

α̂
†
−k

β̂
†
−k

= Ukα̂k , (13)

with

UkU†
k−VkV †

k = 1 , Uk V⊤
k −Vk U⊤

k = 0 . (14)

The elements of Uk are responsible for hybridization and the
elements of Vk for squeezing, with

Uk =

(
u1,k u2,k
u3,k u4,k

)
, Vk =

(
v1,k v2,k
v3,k v4,k

)
. (15)

Solving the eigenvalue equation of the Hamiltonian yields the
elements of the Bogoliubov matrix Uk and the eigenenergies
εα/β ,k of the squeezed magnon modes

εα/β ,k =

√
|Ek±µ1,k|2 −|µ2,k±2ξk|2 , (16)

where we used that we cope with similar FMs yielding EA,k =
EB,k = Ek and ξA,k = ξB,k = ξk and that we regard either
the OOP FM or the IP AFM phase. Fig. 2 shows the ener-
gies of magnons α̂0 and β̂0 depending on the distance. We
see that for large distances both converge towards the energy
ε̃0 =

√
ε2
0−4|ξ0|2 of the squeezed magnons in the case of

non interacting FMs. At the phase change εα,0 shows a jump,
while εβ ,0 vanishes.

From several two-mode squeezed cases we expect the
largest squeezing and entanglement for the uniform k = 0
mode42,57. Thus, in the following, we will limit our consider-
ations to the k = 0 mode and will drop the wave vector index
for clarity. For the uniform mode all parameters in Eq. (12)
are real yielding real Bogoliubov parameters of the form

u1 =

√
E+µ1+εα

4εα

, u2 =−
√

E−µ1−εβ

4εβ

, (17)

with the remaining matrix elements given in the supplemen-
tary material53. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the Bogoli-
ubov matrix elements on the distance of both FMs. For dis-
tances l/a < 0.33, in the OOP FM phase, we have non-zero
values for all elements of U and close to zero value for all el-
ements of V . Thus, the ferromagnetic structure is dominated
by hybridisation (U) with little to no squeezing (V ). Due to
the vanishing magnon energy of the β̂ magnons at the phase
change l/a ≈ 0.33, we see divergences in u2, u4, v2 and v4.

In the IP AFM configuration (l/a > 0.33) we see an in-
crease in all elements of U compared to the OOP FM config-
uration with the elements responsible for squeezing (V ) being
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the squeezing parameters θ ,θ1,θ2,θ3,θ4 on
the distance l for the k = 0 mode. Divergences occur at the phase
change l/a ≈ 0.33. Parameters are D = 0.5 ·10−4|J1|, Kz = 10−4|J1|
and Kx = 10−6|J1|.

comparable in magnitude. This is due to the large inherent
degree of squeezing of AFMs42.

The Bogoliubov transformation for the system at hand is an
element of the ten dimensional group of 4D symplectic ma-
trices Sp(4,R)58. The limitation to the k = 0 mode leaves us
with real a Bogoliubov matrix only which can be parametrised
by four parameters. We connect the Bogoliubov matrix to the
generators of the group and introduce the four-mode squeez-
ing operator

Ŝ4(θ) = exp

(
4

∑
i=1

θiΦ̂i

)
, (18)

with θi being the real parameter corresponding to the genera-
tor Φ̂i which in quantum representation are given by

Φ̂1/2 = â†â† − ââ∓
(
b̂†b̂† − b̂b̂

)
, (19)

Φ̂3 = â†b̂− âb̂† + â†b̂− âb̂† , (20)

Φ̂4 = â†b̂† − âb̂+ â†b̂† − âb̂ . (21)

Each of these (pair of) generators can be identify as a one
or two-mode operation. θ1Φ̂1 + θ2Φ̂2 results in one-mode
squeezing of modes inside FM A and B with squeezing pa-
rameters rA/B = θ2 ±θ1 for FM A (B). Φ̂3 (Φ̂4) results in hy-
bridization (two-mode squeezing) of the magnon modes of the
different FMs. Thus, isolated each of the parameters θi can be

identified with either one-mode, two-mode squeezing or hy-
bridisation. However, this clear separation cannot be made if
multiple parameters are involved, as the different generators
do not commute. Ongoing we will refer to all θi as "squeez-
ing parameters".

We use the properties of the symplectic group to connect
the elements of the Bogoliubov matrix to the squeezing pa-
rameters:

α̂= U −1â= Ŝ4(θ)âŜ−1
4 (θ) , (22)

which yields

u1 = cosh(θ2)cos(θ)+
θ1

θ
sin(θ)sinh(θ2) , (23)

u2 =
θ4

θ
sin(θ)sinh(θ2)+

θ3

θ
sin(θ)cosh(θ2) , (24)

with θ =
√
(θ3)2 − (θ1)2 − (θ4)2. The remaining matrix el-

ements expressed in terms of the squeezing parameters are
given in the supplementary material53.

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the squeezing parameters
on the distance. They show a similar behaviour as the ele-
ments of U . The parameters identified with intra FM (θ1,θ2)
and inter FM (θ4) squeezing are close to zero in the OOP FM
phase and finite in the IP AFM phase, while the parameter
identified with inter FM hybridization (θ5) is of a finite value
for the whole parameter range. This behaviour supports our
identification based on the generators Φi. The divergence of
the squeezing parameters is a result of vanishing energy of the
β̂0 magnon modes at the phase change.

To determine the entanglement between the k = 0 magnon
modes â and b̂ in the squeezed vacuum state

|0⟩Sq = Ŝ4(θ)(|0⟩A ⊗|0⟩B) , (25)

of the system, we use the logarithmic negativity59

EN = max{0,− ln
(
2η

−)} , (26)

as entanglement measure, with η− being the lowest symplec-
tic eigenvalue of the symmetric covariance matrix V given by

Vi j =
1
2
〈{

R̂i, R̂ j
}〉

. (27)

The anticommutator is represented by {., .} and R̂ is the phase
space vector with

R̂=

q̂A
q̂B
p̂A
p̂B

=
1√
2

(
12×2 12×2

−i12×2 i12×2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

M

â= MU α̂ , (28)

where we used Eq. (13). The lowest symplectic eigenvalue in
terms of the squeezing parameters is given by
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FIG. 5. Entanglement of the k = 0 magnon modes in FM A and FM
B for infinite (blue, solid), 100×100 (orange, dotted) and 500×500
(green, dashed) sites FMs. We used D= 0.5 ·10−4|J1|, Kz = 10−4|J1|
and Kx = 10−6|J1|.

which is the central result of this work.
From Eq. (29) we see that all squeezing parameter influence

the entanglement except for θ2, because Φ2 commutes with all
other generators. To further investigate the entanglement we
concentrate on limiting cases. If only squeezing inside each
FM is present (θ3,θ4 = 0, θ = i|θ1|) entanglement between
modes of the different FM vanishes, which is expected as there
is no interaction between the FMs.

Only hybridisation between the FMs (θ1,θ2,θ4 = 0, θ =
|θ3|) results also in a vanishing entanglement as the vacuum
for hybridised modes is equal to the vacuum of the bare modes
â and b̂ and thus is a separable state.

Two-mode squeezing between both FMs (θ1,θ2,θ3 =
0, θ = i|θ4|) results in entanglement linear in the squeezing
parameter EN = 2|θ4| similar to the entanglement in case of
simple two-mode squeezing10. Therefore, known results are
reproduced by the analytic formula given in Eq. (29).

The distance dependence of the entanglement can be seen in
Fig. 5 where we regard finite and infinite 2D FMs.Fig. 5 shows
similar behaviour of the entanglement for all lattice sizes for
l/a ≤ 1. The phase transition from an OOP FM configura-
tion to an IP AFM configuration appears around l/a ≈ 0.33,

in the case of the infinite lattice, and entails a divergence of
the entanglement. This is shifted to larger distances for finite
lattices. The divergence once again arises due to the vanishing
magnon energy at the phase change.

Aside from the divergence the entanglement takes it maxi-
mum value at approximately l/a ≈ 0.5, rapidly decreases af-
terwards and, in the infinite case, vanishes already at l/a ≈ 2.
The origin of the maximum is still up to debate and subject to
future work. The finite cases with 100× 100 and 500× 500
lattices do show a plateau in the entanglement around l/a ≈ 2,
which is higher the smaller the lattice is. Increasing the dis-
tance up to the order of the system diameters (100a or 500a
respectively) results in a decrease of entanglement that is pro-
portional to 1/l3. This behaviour is derived from the source
of interaction: the dipole-dipole interaction, Eq. (6).

We infer that no long range entanglement between infinite
large magnets is present due to dipole interaction, while for
finite magnets the entanglement can take a finite value. Thus,
for large magnetic structures dipole interaction alone will not
be enough to establish a long range entanglement between
magnetic materials and other interactions or structures need
to be considered. We remark that we always assumed peri-
odic boundary conditions for magnons in finite systems. Also,
for small distances (l/a < 1), other interactions between the
magnetic moments may be of significance which require in-
vestigation in future work.

At this point we would like to emphasise that we have stud-
ied an experimentally easily realizable system of two distant
FMs. While the exact structure may differ from a simple cu-
bic lattice structure, the main point, the interaction between
the FMs via the dipole-dipole interaction, is present in any
magnetic structure. The importance of this work is further
emphasized by the possibility of using the entangled magnons
in finite size magnets to establish long-range entanglement be-
tween spin-qubits, as proposed by Skogvoll et al.46 or Yuan et
al.48 This is important for the future experimental realization
of quantum computing49–52.

We investigated the entanglement of magnon modes in two
2D ferromagnets coupled by dipole-dipole interaction by rep-
resenting the Bogoliubov matrix as an element of the sym-
plectic group to represent its matrix elements in terms of four
squeezing parameters, each identified with either two mode
squeezing or hybridisation.

Investing the Bogoliubov matrix elements and the squeez-
ing parameters shows a clear dominance of hybridization over
squeezing in the OOP FM phase and a significant contribu-
tion of squeezing in the IP AFM phase, which is in agreement
with already known results. The system shows a finite hy-
bridization for all distances due to the long range character of
the dipole-dipole interaction, while the squeezing vanishes for
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large distances.
Using the logarithmic negativity, we derived an analytic ex-

pression for the entanglement in terms of the squeezing pa-
rameters and were able to reproduce known limiting cases
and showed that besides squeezing between both FMs also
squeezing inside one FM paired with hybridization between
both FMs is enough to ensure entanglement between both sys-
tems, while hybridization alone is not enough. This clearly
shows the importance of squeezing for the entanglement of
magnon modes. For infinite systems, the entanglement al-
ready becomes insignificant at l/a= 2 implying no long range
entanglement. However, for finite systems we see a finite
plateau in the entanglement before it tends towards zero for
distances of the order of the system diameter. The value of
this plateau decreases with increasing system size.

Concerning potential applications we note that the current
high interest in 2D van-der-Waals magnets28 are explored ex-
perimentally worldwide. These systems are usually fabri-
cated in small flakes and our prediction might be relevant to
discuss the entanglement of two (finite-size) flakes of two-
dimensional ferromagnetic materials separated by an insulat-
ing layer, thus avoiding a direct electronic contact. These
entanglement properties may have applications in quantum
computing46. Future investigations could concentrate on the
possible tuning of entanglement between two close FM struc-
tures by an applied magnetic field, which changes the config-
uration taken by the system.

SUPPLEMENTARY

We offer supplemental material53 in which extended calcu-
lations regarding the classical ground state, quantum ground
state and squeezing parameters are given.
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